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Measurements play a new kind ofsole

in recent experiments with quantum devices

-raditional experiments:

Measurements used as a ·diagnostic of the pristine stake

- Monitored systems/mid cioenit measurements:

Measurements have non trivial impact on the
quantum stake (quantum collapse)



Non local effect of measmements
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R M B

⑲
measure in Bell basin

The local measurement on M created a quantum
correlation between A and is that did not

existbefore the measurement.

The nonlocal effectof the measurementwas

facilitated by the que existing entanglement

- Itallows Alice to teleport her state to Bob

How to quantify the ability to teleport a quantum state
-tansmit quantum information?



Coherent information

The amountof quantum information

mansmited through a quantum channel is

quantified by the coherentinformation

-

·(9) =
a
......enciornment
-I

e is the purification of SAD

Ic(A) B) =Sis SAB =

Sipa

sote thatclassically we musthave Sais* Sis

E positive IC is inherently quantum, resulting from entanglement
between Aand B

- Sp = 4(A)B) =SAEequality iffiy pure

xigession

Relation to classical conditional information

A(A1B) =HADA - 0

Uncertainty in asemaining after learning the value of B

1c(*>B]=- S(AIB) -> quantum conditional information

-_(ALBC > 0 is non classical



effective circuit model for the teleportation protocol:

Before measurement i
M B

Yasin =R 1 I R M 13
- ③ B ⑤i e-

1
After measurement:

E M B
a t----1

S

I Environment ancilla (e) qurifies the

↳ quantum channel defined by the

measurements.

whatis the cohment information we should calculate

to quantify the teleportation?
- Is it 1-(*)B]?

So! calculate itto show itis zero, as itmustbe!

now everything is unitary, cannot produce covelation

between 4 and is. I must getthe
infomation

on classical measurement outcomes a

The correct measure is

1. (R) MB)
=S(MB) - S(z) =S(MB) - s(M)

Let's see thatthis gives something sensible.



san= (iain Iimm
↳ ....

=>Ic(R)MB) =Eint,mlogPmIs,m)] - EPrlagm

-in logitgism"[PmSimlog gis,mEindog in

-En Si,m lag sis,m* PmSa Ev

cerise: If Bob is coupled to anenvironment ?'?

Design specific couplings to el(decoherence
channels thatwouldgive I, and I,toge
espectively.

Application to the MIPT

-

-_(*BM) =[imSali
coherent information

~ purification to ansition

*



Another setup:

1. (A) B)
=

[4m Sw(B)

ifpure state =5A) =2 ,1) iii.
↓
d la

For move on relation to teleportation
·See Samany's lectures.

information transition from Eve's perspective



Briefreview of the stat much model

/See Romain's talk for details)

·toevolution: path integral over an

independent paths er**U*U**...

Mearments: glue all paths to the same
measurementoutcome

↑

S"(A) =Fe-

sub system entanglemententropy -> domain wall free energy
Volume law es ferromagnetic phase.



Other information measures map to the same

model with differentboundary conditions

exercise:Geoive the boundary conditions and
show what stat-mech quantify each of the 3

information measures mays to

Me

solution for reanability
ER=>t
Gee!!!!!! I de

I(2,M) =S(M) +S(R) - S(RM) = S(M) - EP, S, (M)
↑
pool that-spost) is instate on

~"Mo-magnification
alsite R

Behaves like an order enametes



Measurement ·gerators:
M
=i= ⑮i Moi

=p

Mr =Mm,i
Im) =Mm> ↑m =[M
Jo



j =EMm Mm

Local quantum channel cannothave a nonlocal effect

deed non-linear averages

Ifluctuations between trajectories)

[P(30m - 20m)

Now focus on critical ground states
Examples:1) Quantum phase mansitions

(2) Id quantum liquids

scale invariance:

- entangled on all scales

- (44) PC).- (6).DOK- x2*

Local measurements can have a non local effect

How do they modify the critical coscelations?





we may ask for example;

S.
=i(d*d+ ((=0)+(y)]

partition function with the measmement defect

- 5(4). +n(dxmap(x)
Em (De
scaling dimension of 4 asthe Gaussian fixed point

d +1 =2 +2(b) =0 (p]=

=>(*) PEX.24X,4 =xd-ex Sand =3

scaling of chemistic withoutseplicas):

(M] =G
+[4] =I
I

due to random field mix

-) measmements are selevant

->decongle the half spaces -and 228

pin the order parameter at i =0



Now we need 0.9, near a boundary
where the field & is pined.

344-(2-d-,

[b=4] =d - 1 =- 4

(2,207m 47-2420hm - (2-44,76-84,97
- (2,4(,)(

=
0,0)

~xid + x
*

In more general cases we do need stylizas

Replica field theory
1.33803m =[PmS.3mCohn -soMo

>Mm

where I is the probe observable at sites

love thatwe used the fact thats and are

unmeasured sites therefore My commute with

Ja and with :

Don trivial denominator! solve with seplicas

38. (8.hm him probe (ore -lini".Mm
n -1 S[M.

:him
St*" " [IM?)*4*)

n=1 348" SCMY**14*)



The denomination is a partition function with

measmements insected ati =0 leading
to interactions thattend to lock the replicas
to the same value of the measured operator.

Sli?*-94-p"+"! + m,an

- , -x * E8,".....
0 =11x, ...2

~

-
x E8,".....

12x, ...2

Now taking the expectation value on the replicated

This leads to the field theory:
S =S.B] -x[a(dxNix, =0)4(x,=0)

x =1

for the gaussian fixed point

(x) =d
+2[b] =
d +1 -d =1







Quantum classical concelators:single shotshadows

wantan information quantity
e.g. I,(R) BM) =stis] -(A) BM) =TB)

B B
W*YYYY1 **YYYYYI.

X -

xx x- EX X
-

R
X /

I
x

X

I1b ↓ ↓d
↓26 des

Imaps to spin-spin socelations in the stat mech emodel

&

we want So:logged
glance byreplace with single-shot

measmimentoutcome? log gin
(classically calculated

matwix]
what is a matrix valued object we can extract

from individual shots thatconverges to gu
won averaging over schots?

solution:a single shot classical shaddow

&



stey back what is aclassical shuddow?

[Awang, Kenny ofPreskill Nature Phys 2020]

suppose we wantto learn a stake of which we

can corate repeatedly. The shaddow approach is

1) create I =2) sotake with
random W

3) Measure 2 outcome a
=11 ⑪

4) repeat

There is an object(,) such that E,[0]= I

more explicitly

SS P(U) P(01U) -10,0)
=

1

P(IV) =1wgut) Bon poobability

The correctobject is: =32102010-1

is w is chosen, from Haan ensemble to more

Precisely it'senough if itforms
a z-design,

Er([01wsuti(30+1x20( - 1)]

-(3)-a(t)'s
I I



series-
111X

=203 W -Wt-
UV

+W-
+S -I

is it,we - sweed last

=6(51 +5:9 - 69 - 61) - 1 =I

can we still use this approach if we can
corate each state go only once?
i.e. every own we create a differentIm
and produce a single shot shaddow

-n
=3W (>2010 - 1

The answer is yes because of linearily
We can take perform the average over on last.

E. (tolon,wind) =EYESP() 4(10) to (8(r) wil

-PatofWm PVT ZomIUSmUto(ution (an IV - 1)]
=EPutolswil







connection to decoding
W experiment calculation

. .
x X

Im = X
x X

XLeishi-

+- (Sn) =(1 +0m

Decoding:
I find unitary rotation West. Un'SmW

=(1 +8")
is parallel to

2. Apply Us to the element: UmImV

3. measure I on output
I

4x
=31) Wi?InWm 11)

=(1+0m* %am

4. Average over suns E. (02*?) =I
Q
Tm

We can extract the same property through classical
post-processing alone using the

E. (Jr,Wm] =0a Wm =2(un)" 1934Wm - A


